
Hearty Rise Pro Force 2 Spinning Rod 782L 
2,38m 6-23g

Hearty Rise

Product number: HR-PF2-782L

The Pro Force 2 is a premium rod series from Hearty 
Rise.

Weight: 0.131 kg
319,00 € * 319,00 €

The Pro Force II series - aesthetics meets power.

Immerse yourself in the ultimate fishing experience with the Pro Force II series. Each of these premium 
fishing rods combines special aesthetics, the best feedback and a blank with decent power reserves to ensure 
that you have the upper hand in every moment of control. Each model in this range features the high quality 
Fuji ring set and sensitive NET-V III carbon blank, ensuring that even the most cautious of predator bites are 
noticed. The tip action is pronounced and the strong backbone allows the strike to be placed directly on the 
bite, making for efficient fishing. All rods in this range are not only functionally superior but also 
aesthetically pleasing, making them a must-have for any serious angler.

Special features of the variants

Pro Force II 2,48M 6-25G (812L): Ideal for shore fishing with lighter artificial lures. Despite its low 
casting weight, it effortlessly brings the lures to full casting range and enables successful fishing for perch 
and zander. But larger predatory fish, such as pike, can also be drilled with it without any problems.

Pro Force II 2.34M 7-28G (782ML): ideal for boat and bank fishing with lighter artificial lures. It offers 
excellent presentation and control for smaller, wary predators.

Pro Force II 2,34M 8-35G (782M): This model is designed for fishing with medium heavy artificial lures. 
It delivers excellent performance when fishing for perch and zander.



Pro Force II 2.34M 10-44G (782MH): The perfect rod for shore and boat fishing with heavier artificial 
lures. It is excellent for catching larger predatory fish.

Pro Force II 2,48M 6-25G (812L): Ideal for shore fishing with lighter artificial lures. It offers excellent 
sensitivity and control, making it a great choice for subtle fishing.

Pro Force II 2,48M 8-32G (812ML): This rod is designed for shore fishing with medium-weight artificial 
lures. It offers an excellent balance between performance and sensitivity.

Pro Force II 2,48M 10-42G (812M): With the ability to handle medium heavy lures, this model is ideal for 
shore fishing for perch and zander.

Pro Force II 2,48M 12-56G (812MH): This model is designed for shore fishing with heavier artificial 
lures. It offers extra power to handle larger soft and hardbaits with precision and drill capital pike with ease.

Pro Force II 2,48M 20-80G (812XH): When more power is needed, this model is the ideal choice. It is 
particularly suitable for shore fishing with heavier artificial lures, and offers sufficient power to successfully 
land larger pike.

Pro Force II 2,59M 10-48G (862MH): This rod is designed for bank fishing with heavier artificial lures. Its 
extra length offers improved casting distance and is great for fishing larger waters.

Pro Force II 2,59M 12-70G (862H): This rod is designed to present both soft and hardbaits and to 
optimally drill capital pike. Its length and power make it a powerhouse that can withstand the biggest 
challenges.

No matter which variant you choose, the Pro Force II series will impress you with its aesthetics, power and 
sensitivity. You will feel the quality that goes into every cast, every bite and every drill. Make your fishing 
experience unforgettable with the Pro Force II series.

Your next catch is waiting. Make the first cast.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/

